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Electromagnetic pair production with capture
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Calculations of the electron-positron pair production by a single photon in the Coulomb 6eld
of a nucleus with simultaneous capture of the electron into the K shell are presented. Numerical
results are given for some nuclear charges up to 92 and energies from threshold to 15 MeV. Using
the equivalent-photon method of Weizsacker and Williams, reliable estimates of the cross sections
for the production of e e (K orbit) pairs by very-high-energy fully stripped heavy ions can be
made for arbitrary nuclear charges.

PACS number(s): 34.90.+q, 32.90.+a, 12.20.—m

I. INTRODUCTION

There is now some experimental interest in the process
of single-photon pair production. It is hoped that reliable
predictions of the cross section for K-shell capture can
be made in the case of relativistic heavy-ion collisions,
using the equivalent photon method of Weizsacker and
Williams [1,9]. In the relativistic heavy-ion colliders like
the relativistic heavy-ion collider (RHIC) or the large-
hadron collider (I HC) there is a serious loss process for
high nuclear charges Z [2]. In addition to the fragmenta-
tion due to the Weizsacker-Williams process there is the
e+e pair production with e capture, mainly into the
most tightly bound K shell (all higher shells will con-
tribute about 20'Fp of the K capture). As this is a pure
/ED process, it can be calculated reliably. Recently,
the same mechanism has also been proposed to produce
antihydrogen atoms, where the antiproton captures the
positron of the produced pair [3].

is given by E, = p, = gl —o. Z . 4'„and 4", are the
Coulomb field Dirac wave functions of a K-shell electron
with magnetic quantum number v and a free positron
with spin &, respectively.

The E-shell wave function for a Coulomb field

is given by [4]

The radial functions g q and f q are

II. PAIR PRODUCTION WITH CAPTURE BY
A SINGLE PHOTON

The angular dependence in Eq. (4) is expressed by spher-
ical spinors

The cross section for single-quantum pair production
is given by

o = —" dO) iT,+,4'
q, zr, e

where the matrix element T + — is given by

in which y are Pauli spinors and

1 . 1
+ -sgn(~), j = g2g+12' 2

The positron Coulomb wave function, which is chosen to
represent asymptotically a distorted plane wave with an
outgoing spherical wave, is [5]

Throughout the paper, we will use relativistic units h, =
t" = m, = 1. 6 are standard Dirac matrices. Ez and kz
denote energy and momentum of the positron and e the
photon polarization vector. The electron binding energy

1l' = j ——sgn(r), (9)
2
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where F~ = (p~+ir/p)F(pp —ir/„;2p„+ 1;2ik„r)

and

(10)

k(K +i(/k„)F(p~ + 1 —zrjz, 2p„+ 1;2ik~r). (11)

The negative energy solution for the positron is related
by charge conjugation to a positive energy solution in
a repulsive Coulomb potential. The evaluation of the
matrix element for the total cross section leads after some
algebra to a remarkably simple expression for the cross
section [6]:

(12)

1 1+ f[nI„„+(n —1)Ii, i, 2]J„*„+c.c.)+ ([nI „„i+ (n+1)I „„+i]J*„„i+c c ). .

+ [(2n —1) ] I„,„] +2n(n —1) ] I„,„2
~

(n ——1)(I„,„I„'„2+c.c.)]

+ [2n(n+ 1)
/

I „„+if
+(2n —1)

/

I „„i
/

+(n+ 1)(I „„iI'„„+i+c.c.)] f,2n+1 2
~ ~

where the occurring form factors are given by

I„i ——i r ji(kr) f i(r) f„(r)dr,
0

J„i = i' r ji(kr)g, (r)g„(r)dr.
0

(14)

The summation index n in Eq. (12) is related to the
positron angular momentum by n = j + 2. The radial
functions g„and f„ fulfill the following coupled differen-
tial equations:

d /'gl & -"+' E+1+V) &g~
Ef-) k

—(E — ++) ". ) &f")

From these differential equations, it is possible to obtain
an expansion of the radial functions

III. CAPTURE IN RELATIVISTIC HEAVY-ION
COLLISIONS

Pair production with capture is of special interest for
the development of relativistic heavy-ion colliders. The
simplest way to get an estimate of the cross section
in RHI collisions is provided by the equivalent photon
method, which is originally due to Fermi [8], and later
on developed by Weizsacker and Williams 1,9]. A quite
complete description of the method can be found in the
textbook of Jackson on classical electrodynamics; we
mention only the main idea involved in the method. The
target nucleus is considered as fixed. The projectile is as-
sumed to move in a straight line with relativistic Lorentz
factor p„= 1/i/1 —v2 » 1 and impact parameter b, ac-
companied by the contracted electromagnetic field. This
contracted field corresponds to a spectrum of equivalent
photons, given by

n=O

where the coefficients a„. and b„. are given by the cou-
pled recursion relations

(n+ 1)(2p~+ n+ 1)k„a„.,„+i—((E„—1)a„.„
—(p + n+ 1 —K)(E + 1)b„.„=0, (17)

(n+ 1)(2p~ + n+ 1)k„b„,„+i —((Ep + 1)b„.,„
+(pz+ n+ 1+m)(Ez —1)a„., = 0, (18)

and the starting values follow from Eq. (9). Using the
above decomposition of the radial wave functions, the ra-
dial form factors can be evaluated very fast by a method
described by Trautmann, Baur, and Roesel [7]. This
method is numerically stable and converges for arbitrary
energies.

n((u) = 27rbN((u, b)db,
R

(20)

CT = A M 0~ CtJ (21)

where cr is now the total cross section of the electromag-
netic process.

The integration of N(ur, b) over b can be carried out to

1
N((u, b) = ", ~, ~

K,'(z)+ —,Ko(x),(p„'v')

where Ko(Ki) are the modified Bessel functions of or-
der zero (one) and z = orb/pv The cross . section for an
electromagnetic process in a highly relativistic collision
is obtained now by integrating the single-quantum cross
section over the frequency spectrum and &om a minimum
impact parameter b; = R (which was, in our case, cho-
sen to be the Compton wavelength) to infinity:
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give [10]

n(ur) = 27r bN((u, b)db
R

(22)

0.45,

0.40

Ito(&)lii(&) —
2

lIti(&) —lto(()j
V

(23)

h re &
——uR,ip v is an adiabatic cutoK parameter. For

)) 1 (except for extreme low-energy eq
h' R « 1) one can use the approxi-fying the relations ip ~

mation:
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+1 = —Z cr in' — i, (24)
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b —0 681... is a number related toto the Euler'swhere
constant.
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

5 1
o + ——4vro. Ze+e

p
(25)

nfir this simple formula.The numerical calculations confirm
h t Z the formula can be modifie yFor nuclei wit grea

a purely heuristic factor:

E uation (12) was evaluated for arbitrary values of

summation overMeV. For these high energies the sumto 30 e . or
h t '

ver the angular momentum, ghas to o to sev-
m utation was

e and energies below 10 ice . esu

Buss, and Carro
&

i&y res
to corn ute theto n & 10. Also a Fortran program to comp

cross section for arbitrary an ~ is
s usin semirelativistic om-Theoretical calculations us' g m-

feld-Maue wave functions s owhow that for nZ && anmer e
imatel iven byE„))1 the cross section is approxixn y g

2maZ

, , t'1 aZi
o ~ = 4vrnsZ'

i2 4
(26)

our numerical resultsAda ting the coefBcients to our
ives ci c2 ——0.25ives ci 2 —— . 0 (0.619) for uranium as target,

d 0.235 (0.598) for gold. For0.238 (0.603) for lead an
dE.eKcients, we have use q.the calculation of these coeK '

han 30 MeV. In U +(26) for energies higher than e
al values for incident energies ocollisions the numerical va ue

'
es o

E = 100 GeV amu and 20 TeV amu are an

d 400b. For sma, edieted cross sections of 68b and

rett well with the numeri-This modification agrees pre y
s for h sical Z and positron energies a ove

15 MeV. From the considerations ma e a ove
ture in relativistic collisionsthat the cross section for capture i

behaves like

2&c1Z

= 8Z Z n —+ ~ (ctiny„—c2 .
(1 nZ —c . 27+RHI 8 P 2 4

~ 28 are given for difI'eren t ions. TheB that are to be used in Eri. ( ) a
for

TABLE I. Parameters A and a
ctions of the total cross section oRH&f [2i . Also given are pre ictions ochoice of the ions follows those o . so

LHC (p = 3400).

z
92U

Pb
"Au
4'Nb
20C
8O

He

A (b)
33.4
15.4
12.1
1.87
1.95
4.50
3.35

x10
x10
x10

10

B (b)
-82.7
-39.0
-30.7
-5.02
-5.19
-1.20
-8.85

x]0 '
x10
x10 '
x10

O'aHi (b)
484
222
173
2.67
2.78 x10
6.43 x10
4.79 x 10
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0RHy = Alnpp + B&
K (28)

and the A and B are independent of pz. In a later pa-

results confirm those of Bertulani and Baur [10] within a
range of a few percent. Indeed, Baltz, Rhoades-Brown,
and Weneser [12] established in a recent paper that the
cross section for very high energies is of the form

per [13], they give for the specific case of vsAu- Au the
perturbational results A = 11.2b and B = —28.3b, a re-
sult which agrees well with our values A = 12.1b and
B = —30.7b. They also predict an approximate Z* scal-
ing, with x 6.6 for U to Au, and 6.4 for the much
larger jump Au to I. Our corresponding values are x 6.?
and x 6.4, respectively. Values for A and B are shown
in Table I for the experimentally most important charges.
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